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ABSTRACT 

 

Urban system in each country, is representation of the spatial political economy, how to manage land and 

planning in the country. Therefore, reviewing, assessing and studying urban systems, the distribution, balance or 

imbalance of population and the hierarchy of cities are identified. Urban system in Iran, due to relying on 

economy and revenue from oil and concentration of facilities and services in large cities, has been (sequence) 

oriented from proper traditional pattern (Galactic) before 1921 to (chain) pattern .This pattern is also disrupting 

the logical and hierarchical relationship in small mid and large cities with each  other, as well as chaos in urban 

system in Iran. So this study aims at understanding the balance in the urban system in Iran from 1986 to 2011 

hierarchically and in population. The research method is cross- sectional emphasizing on models study the 

quantity. The subject sample includes all cities in Iran in four census from 1986 to 2011. The research finding 

indicate that urban system in Iran during case study period in terms of class difference index, though we have 

seen growth cities in relatively high population class, the lack of mid cities still exist. Gini coefficient shows the 

same condition based on population concentration in large metropolises. Lorenz curve with more concave in 

each period, show the getting away from balance line. Results from Shannon entropy indicate changing 

conditions. Finally, some approaches have been offered to balance urban system. 

KEYWORDS: Urban system, class difference, entropy coefficient, Gini coefficient and Lorenz curve. 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM STATEMENT 

 

Third millennium has been called "Urbanization era": since urban population has increased from 29 

million people in 1800 to 2.8 milliard people in 2000.One of the main consequences of the increase in 

population, is million development of cities in urban system so that there has just been 4cities in 1800 with more 

than 1 million people around the world which has increased to 411 million cities in 2000 (Rhene Short, 2009). 

In few past decades, city centers have quickly expanded and become large cities (Nasiriya, 1995). In 1970 ,only 

37% of world population were living in cities .In 1995 this number has reached to 45% and exceeded over 50 % 

in 2005 (Masika et al,1997). It is expected that in 2025, the world urban population will exceed over 61 

%( Nazariyan, 2001). Development of small and big cities in urban system of industrial countries has mainly 

been consistent with industrial   development and is of a balanced pattern .But in developing countries the rapid 

growth of urbanization and its lack of coordination with the industrial Development, has made new problems in 

urban system of these countries (Parter and Ivanse, 2005). The result of such a rapid growth shows that the focus 

of much of the urban population is in one or two major cities of these countries (Halle and Faifer, 2009). In fact, 

this centralization can be the result of a reaction to the social division of labor and integration in the global 

economy (Gillbert and Gagler, 1996) .Studies show that most of developing countries are dissatisfied with the 

development process of space habitats and regional distribution of the population of economic 

activities .Especially extremely concentration of socio - economic political and population activities have made 

many problems in the largest cities.  

Iran as one of the developing countries had had a relatively balanced urban system before turn of the 

present century but after land Reforms (1962 to 1972) and rural migration to the cities, the urban system was 

imbalanced in Iran (Ali Akbari and Darbekhani, 2006). One reason for this heterogeneity was injecting surplus 

oil revenue to cities and changing their roles from traditional patter to pattern from capitalist relations. This has 

underestimated importance of country sides, and under lied development of large cities such as Tehran 

(Mojtahedzadeh, 2004). Space consequence of such development is population growth in cities, imbalance of 

urban networks, and emergence of the first urban pattern in Iran (Nazariyan, 1998). Studying urban  system of 

Iran in past enumeration periods show that in spite of an increase in number of cities from 201 cities in 1956 to 

1952 ones in 2011 and appearance of various small ,mid ,large cities even metropolises made urban system in 
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Iran lack required coordination in structure ,function and urban hierarchy .Imbalance of urban system in Iran is 

both factors endogenous(natural environment …) and exogenous (political decisions ,political economy) and 

plays a critical role in population movement from villages and towns to large metropolises .On the other 

hand ,lack of logical relation between the difference levels of cities has under mind urban system in national and 

local scale. 

 

Importance and necessity of Research: 

Iran has a history of over 50 years in the preparation of spatial and regional planning .Now ,according to 

this record ,understand the available  urban system and comparing it with previous stages ,the spatial outcomes 

of state decisions and population movement throughout the country indicate the success in achieving mentioned 

goals. In fact ,studying urban system in Iran ,indicate capital movement ,work force and the population 

throughout the land area between various metropolitan class which recognizing these movements can underlie a 

better organization in urban system in the light of future planning . 
 

Research objective: 

The main intent of this study is to understand changes in the urban system of Iran and population 

movement after Islamic Revolution in 1986 to 2011 used various quantity models, to identify results of these 

evaluations, changes and balance of urban system in Iran. 

Research questions: will increasing the number of cities from 496 cities in 1986 to 1952 ones in 1390 in 

urban system in Iran, in spite of local and national planning's make an increase in balance of urban system in 

Iran? 

RESEARCH METHOD 

 

The research method is cross-sectional here .The subject sample include all urban areas in Iran in 

statistical courses from 1986 to 2011.Data collection method is in the form of documents and library .In this 

study, in addition to classifying data of urban areas and their population, urban system in Iran was studied using 

quantitative models (class difference, entropy coefficient, Gini coefficient and Lorenz curve). 
 

Theoretical foundations and literature: 

Urban system is an arrangement of cities expanded and organized in a certain area and in connection with 

each other through population movements, flow of goods, thoughts and services. 

Flow of goods, population movement and services is lifeblood and driving force for urban system and 

make it dynamic .Thus none of the cities can survive individually separately and without any interaction with 

other cities and human habitats (Shokooee, 2006).The term of "urban system "was first applied by Brian Berry 

in 1964.He means by saying "urban system ", a group of interdependent and interrelated cities namely the 

concept equals urban network (Azimi, 2003). 

From this point of view, a network of large, small cities and their sphere of influence operating together in 

labor flows, goods interchange, and service and capital can be called urban system (Kotlyakov and Kemerovo, 

2007). In this context, enter in terms of systemic relations between these cities, especially, their importance and 

role; require comparing them and its logical consequence should lead to a classification .This classification can 

be on the basis of their role identifying some of cities based on levels of features of socio-economical and public 

service .Thus an urban network which has been formed with a specific spatial order due to geographical 

conditions ,can be classified quantitatively (population number )and qualitatively (their role and importance ) 

and placed consecutively in an order of a base and height of a row which is termed as "urban hierarchy 

"(Nazariyan ,2009).To pier George ,urban hierarchy doesn't necessarily indicate urban network ,but we can find 

its simplest form in hierarchy of cities which capital or metropolis is located on top of it and plays a role in 

commercial and rare services of the area and benefits from making administrative ,financial and command 

decisions of institutes in various level ,and under take the role of transferring services ,perhaps by mediation ,up 

to the smallest urban units and towns of five or ten thousand people and even to the heart of the countryside 

(Farid, 2005).Since urban network and relation between cities and population movement of cities existing in the 

network ,is the spatial spatial representation of land management condition in each country ,evaluating it is 

inevitable along with improving future plans .In order to identify how the urban system work ,in spite of 

applying quantitative and spatial sciences ,it is better to explain them in term of specific structures and functions 

in the context of political economy of a country .The most efficient model to explain how urban system are 

spatially arranged is to use an urban hierarchy and grading based on their size and function (Vinoth 

Kumar ,2007). In these models, most population of urban systems and order of structure arrangement to each 

other are being studied and role and sharing of cities are evaluated according to their size and in the context of 

population change of country (Amkachi, 2004). 

Studying theoretical patterns of urban systems has focused on studying pattern that have ,so far ,been used 

and tested  in many countries of the world in national and local planning ,In context of the patterns there have 

been raised some system and methods that understanding them is of highly importance .Walter Christener's, 
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German geographer, theoretical, experimental and pioneering work is among basic effective factors in 

organizing urban network (Azimi ,2003). 

Also geographical studying of urban system has been done early 20th century by some pioneer such as Flix 

Oerbach, Lutka, Gooridge and singer. In fact, hierarchy and system of cities ,have been resulted from "central 

place theory". (Christaler, Lusch, and Gaplien ). According to these models, class of each city is determined by 

number and variety of offered activities and there is a direct relationship between number and variety of 

activities and population of the city (Abedin Dar kush .2001).  

Of course, before Christaler, a German geographer, Flix Aurbach, in 1913, has experimentally discovered 

that there is an inverse relationship between population size and city ranks .He stated this relation as following: 

if we arrange habitats in order of population size, the population of n city the n/I will be the biggest region of the 

city (Hugget, 2000). Zipova (1941) demonstrated that if population of cities is randomly distributed then the 

rank of cities will have an inverse linear relationship with logarithm of population size (Fanni ,2003).Brian Berri 

(1960s )studied urban systems of U.S.A and India using quantitative models .By studying the distribution of the 

rank -size of cities concluded that distribution of rank -size (normal) usually occurs in countries that have a 

developed economy and large various cities with big population (e.g. China) or has placed in a developing 

process (e.g. EI Salvador)(Zebar Dast ,2007). 

In the area Global research, from 1969 to 2002, at least, 269 studies on Experimental law of "rank-size "of 

cities have been published in scientific journals (Cordoba, 2003). 

Mark Gefferson (1933), German Geographer, suggested the idea of "prime city" for the first time in a 

special article .To explain the phenomenon, of large cities that much of the population and economic activities  

of country are centered there ,and often have been the capital of the countries he called these kinds of cities as 

"prime city "and called this phenomenon as "urban prime "(Johnson and Martin ,2005).He claimed that most of 

developing countries and some of developed countries are of urban prime systems (Zebardast ,2007). Gefferson 

used "Relative Method "to determine prime city in 44 developed countries .Calculation by this method was done 

according to the ratio of first city to the second one (Hekmat Niya and Moosavi ,2006).Also he believes that 

densely populated cities with urban system usually aren't adapted with any model ,and usually the size of first 

city to eighth is higher than expected .Some scholars ,have interpreted  primate city macrocephaly and some 

other have stated Great series of prime city as frail body of counties (Tofigh ,1997).But when the population 

ratio of the biggest city to the second city is more than 2,than city size is called "prime city " 

(Zebardast ,2007).Derkakis smith ,considers prime city as the population ,economic ,social and political control 

of a city over all other cities inside an urban system (Smith ,1998) .According to the definition by united 

Nations .the feature of primate city the high concentration of urban population of a country in a city or a 

collection of cities .Guinsbery suggested that it is better to choose first four cities of urban system rather two to 

calculate rate of primate city .Thus he suggest the term of "Four cities index " which means the ratio of 

population of first city to the total population of second ,third and fourth cities .Richardson implementing the 

indicator of four cities with Rank -size rule ,considered the ideal ratio of first city to total first four cities of 

urban system as 0.48 and according to him this distribution is the best form of excellence 

(Azimi ,2002).Henderson has said that countries with limited sources have to concentrate their underlying 

investment in one or two cities ,and this makes an primate city .Indeed ,infrastructures can attract 

industry ,employment ,migration and finally lead to primate city (Anderson ,2005).According to 

Henderson ,governments are ,by developing countries and increasing incomes ,able to invest in surrounding 

areas and this is to encourage decentralization .In fact ,he shows that primate city ,firstly ,increase  then 

decreases with income growth. In Iran, several scholars have studied urban system of Iran primarily using rank-

size rule and offered a few suggestions in reducing the growth of large cities and paying more attention to mid 

and small cities: 

Etemad (1984), Behforooz (1992), Nazariyan (1997), Rafieiyan (1996), Taghvayi (2000), Zebardast (2007). 

Models used in research: 

To determine the position of urban system in a region or a country various examiner models can be used, 

which some used models in research is introduced here. 

Class difference: 

This scientific method can be performed using statistical formulae especially with highest and lowest population 

data. The general structure of the model is as follows:   

First stage: Determination of frequency amplitude of the population in cities  

(1)R=Max (P) -Min (P) 

Second stage: Determination of class count using Sturges' rule  

(2)K=1+3/3log N 

K: class count  

N=city number  

Third stage: Determination of class difference  

(3) H=R/K 
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Fourth stage =Forming a matrix and dividing the cities (Hekmatniya and Moosavi, 2006). 

 

Entropy coefficient: 

Shannon entropy can be used to measure centralization degree and spatial distribution of geographical 

phenomena (Vinoth kumar et al 2007).Entropy is a non-parametric criteria to show the balance of a system in 

distribution and the more index level, distribution is moving toward balance (Zebardast ,2007).The idea of this 

method is that the higher distribution in the level of an index ,the more important will be the index 

(Momeni ,2008).Using this model, we can find the spatial balance of population and number of cities in an 

urban ,provincial ,local and national network (Hekmat Niya ,and Moosavi) 

H =  

G= H/InK 

In above formulae: 

H: Total frequency of log Nehprii 

Pi: Frequency (population percent of each class of total class population) 

G: Entropy  

Ki class numbers  

Entropy coefficient has a range of zero to one ,the closer to one it is, represent a fair distribution and the closer 

to zero it is , represents an imbalance in population distribution (Tsai ,2005). 

 

Lorenz curve and Gini coefficient: 

One of the most important tools to analyze socio-economic imbalance is to use Lorenz curve .On the other 

hand, this curve shows the imbalance between two densely distribution (population and class number) in a chart. 

Based on this curve there is a possibility of comparing a variable distribution (with uniform distribution) 

graphically (Jalali, 2008), in harmonious geographical distribution, the Lorenz curve is emerged as a direct line, 

unless it is arc mode which in concave curve shows the highest geographical centralization degree in area 

(Momeni ,2008).The closer Lorenz curve to ideal line ,represents a balance in cities .The Gini coefficient was 

used to show the numerical representation of Lorenz curve .The amount of this coefficient is between zero and 

one in which zero means a completely equal distribution and one means an absolute inequality in population 

distribution .Of course, some case of Gini coefficient don't show the distribution completely and two different 

distributions may have equal Gini coefficient (Arsalan Bad ,2004).Cumulative percent of number of cities and 

cumulative percent of population in center of cities are used to drew Lorenz curve .The following formulae was 

used to determine Gini coefficient (Ziyari and Moosavi ,2005):  

Gini cumulative coefficient = 
����	�������		
���	���	����	�	���													

����
 

 

DISCUSSION AND FINDINGS 

 

In this study, Iranian urban system have been studied in statistical courses after Revolution, namely from 1986to 

2011, by mentioned  
 

Models as follows: 

Evaluation of urban system situation in Iran using class difference model using result from class difference 

are well observed in Tables (1) to (4) showing vacuum caused by the absence of urban areas between population 

groups in cities .On the other hand, the table are indicating an imbalance situation which is in general pattern of 

city distributions in urban system of Iran. 

As result, it can be said that the general pattern of city distributions of the country has no right symmetry 

and increasing the number of cities from the upper classes to the lower classes is in a regular way.  

 

Table 1: statistically population classification of cities in class difference 

Row Cities population Number of cities Percentage City Names 

1 5438327-6042584 1 0.2 Tehran 

2 4834068-5438326 - - - 

3 4229809-4834067 - - - 

4 3625550-4229808 - - - 

5 3021291-3625549 - - - 

6 2417032-3021290 - - - 

7 1812773-2417031 - - - 

8 1208514-1812772 1 0.2 Mashhad 

9 0-1208513 494 99.6 Other Cities 

Total - 496 100 - 
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Table 2: statistically population classification of cities in class difference 

Row Cities population Number of cities Percentage City Names 

1 6101903-6656619 1 0.2 Tehran 

2 5547186-6101902 - - - 

3 4992469-5547185 - - - 

4 4437752-4992468 - - - 

5 3883035-4437751 - - - 

6 3328318-3883034 - - - 

7 2773601-3328317 - - - 

8 2218884-2773600 - - Mashhad 

9 1664167-2218883 1 0.16 Ishfahan 

10 1109450-1664166 1 0.16 Tabriz, Shiraz, Karaj, Shiraz, Qom, 

Kermanshah 

11 554733-1109449 6 0.98  

12 30-554732 603 98.54 Other Cities 

Total - 612 100 - 

 

Table 3: statistically population classification of cities in class difference 
Row Cities population Number of cities Percentage City Names 

1 7196605-7796316 1 0.9 Tehran 

2 6596893-7196604 - - - 

3 5997181-6596892 - - - 

4 5397469-5997180 - - - 

5 4797757-5397468 - - - 

6 4198045-4797756 - - - 

7 3598333-4198044 - - - 

8 2998909-2998620 - -  

9 2398909-2998620 1 0.9 Mashhad 

10 17991797-2398908 - - - 

11 1199485-1799196 4 0.39 Isfahan, Tabriz, Shiraz, Karaj 

12 599773-1199484 3 0.3 Shiraz, Qom, Kermanshah 

13 78-599772 1002 99.13 Other Cities 

Total - 1001 100 - 

 

Table 4: statistically population classification of cities in class difference 
Row Cities population Number of cities Percentage City Names 

1 7418560-8154051 1 0.08 Tehran 

2 6683068-7418559 - - - 

3 5947576-6683067 - - - 

4 5212084-5947575 - - - 

5 4476592-5212083 - - - 

6 3741100-4476591 - - - 

7 3005608-3741099 - - - 

8 2270116-3005607 1 0.08 Mashhad 

9 1534624-2270115 2 0.17 Isfahan, Karaj 

10 799132-1534623 5 0.43 Ahvaz , Tabriz, Shiraz, Qom, Kermanshah 

11 63640-799131 120 10.53 - 

12 9-63639 1010 88.68 Other Cities 

Total - 1139 100 - 

 

As table show in all these statistical courses Tehran has still retained its first position with a big distant 

difference of other cities and is called an primate city .Up to now during these courses ,we've witnessed million 

city increase in such cities as Mashhad ,Isfahan ,Tabriz, Karaj and Shiraz just after 8th place in city 

classes ,which while having positive impact and balance nationally and increasing regional influence ,still there 

is a big distant difference ,both in terms of population and influence . 

 

Results from Gini coefficient and Lorenz curve: 

In Iran like other developing countries, not only the urban hierarchy is irregular and disrupted, but also the 

irregularity and difference in urban population distribution is also irregular and out of acceptable balance in 

urban areas of the country. This irregularity indicate severe centralization in central cities of provinces and 

metropolitan cities. 

As the table 5 shows, in enumerations of 1986 -2011 in cities with more than 1 million people, includes 

less than 1 %of total cities in Iran. These cities have accommodated average urban population in themselves 

with 28.04% in 2011 on the other hand, cities with more than 1 million populations have devoted more than one 
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fourth urban population which in 2011 has reached to one third .This change, according to the last enumeration 

shows the distribution to be unbalanced. 

 
Table 5: ordinary and densely percent of urban population groups and urban population of the country 

Distance from 

urban (n) 

1986 1996 2006 2011 

Cities The urban 

population 

Cities The urban 

population 

Cities The urban 

population 

Cities The urban 

population 

D.M D.T D.M D.T D.M D.T D.M D.T D.M D.T D.M D.T D.M D.T D.M D.T 

Less than 4999 16.8

3 

16.8

3 

0.95 0.95 15.3

5 

15.3

5 

0.09 0.09 30.9

5 

30.9

5 

1.83 1.83 32.4

8 

32.4

8 

1.96 1.96 

5000-9999 22.6

8 

39.5

1 

3.1 4.05 23.6

9 

39.0

4 

3.03 3.12 23.6

0 

54.5

5 

3.6 5.43 24.3

1 

56.8

0 

36.68 5.65 

10000-24999 29.1

3 

68.6

4 

8.6 12.6

5 

26.9

6 

66 7.4 10.5

2 

20.7 75.2

5 

6.8 12.2

8 

19.4

9 

76.2

9 

6.47 12.12 

25000-49999 13.9

1 

82.5

5 

8.63 21.2

8 

15.0

3 

81.0

3 

9.38 19.9 9.84 85.0

9 

7.5 19.7

3 

9.04 85.3

3 

6.83 18.95 

25000-49999 9.2 91.7

5 

11.7

3 

33.0

1 

10.1

3 

91.1

6 

12.7

6 

32.6

6 

7.02 92.1

1 

10.0

3 

29.7

6 

7.11 92.4

4 

10.54 29.49 

100000-249999 5.04 96.7

9 

13.9

8 

46.9

9 

5.25 96.4

1 

13.3

6 

46.0

2 

5.34 97.4

5 

17.4 47.1

6 

5 97.4

5 

17 46.50 

250000-499999 1.61 98.4 8.27 55.2

6 

2.3 98.7

1 

13.5

4 

59.5

6 

1.28 98.7

3 

9.7 56.8

6 

1.31 98.7

7 

10.25 56.76 

500000-999999 1.20 99.6 16.7 71.9

6 

0.65 99.3

6 

9.2 68.7

6 

0.69 99.4

2 

10.3 67.1

6 

0.52 99.2

9 

7.04 63.8 

1000000-1499999 0.2 99.8 5.54 77.5 0.32 99.6

8 

6.63 75.3

9 

0.29 99.7

1 

8.31 75.4

7 

0.35 99.6

4 

9.58 73.39 

1500000 to tap 0.2 100 22.5 100 0.32 100 24.6

1 

100 0.29 100 24.5

3 

100 0.35 100 26.6 100 

 

As it can be seen from the above figures ,urban population distribution has no balanced structure in the 

hierarchy of cities and in both enumerations there is a higher centralization in metropolises of more than 1 

million people .Also Lorenz curve which is showing the graphical representation of this balance or 

imbalance ,indicates this fact (diagram1)which has been set on the basis of dense percentage of urban classes 

and urban population (Table 5) shows that there is a very concave in Lorenz curve in studied course which the 

difference can be seen in distancing from the uniform distribution line .The mentioned diagram identifies that 

finding population in urban areas was not ideal and there was no ideal and positive change in four last 

enumeration ,Moreover ,Lorenz curve is far from uniform distribution line. 

 

 
Diagram 1: unbalanced distribution representation of urban center and urban population in Iran using Lorenz 

curve (1986 -2011). 

 

Calculating Gini densely coefficient for four intended courses shows the following results: 

Gini densely coefficient 1365 =0.71 

Gini densely coefficient 1375=0.73  

Gini densely coefficient 1385=0.8 

Gini densely coefficient 1390=0.81 

So it can be observed that Gini densely coefficient in studies course, is variable between 0.71 to 0.81 .The 

distance of this number from zero and closing it to one in intended statistical courses shows an increase in 

inequality in urban population distribution so Gini densely coefficient in 1365, is semi -balance, in 1996 semi -

balanced, semi-balanced in 2006 and critical in 2011 worse than 2006. 

 

Evaluating urban system in Iran using Entropy coefficient: 

According to this model, the spatial distribution of cities in urban classes in cities of Iran has been calculated 

which its results are mentioned in the rest of this study. 
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Table 7: Entropy coefficient in all cities of the country in 1986- 2011 

Year 1986 1996 2006 2011 

Entropy Coefficient 0.885 0.89 0.898 0.885 

 

As it was stated in Shannon entropy model ,movement from zero to one and higher shows a more balanced 

population distribution in urban network and reducing primate city .In table 7 the result from calculating the 

entropy for four enumeration courses pare indicated .In general ,the number in table show numbers less than one 

that mean imbalance in population distribution .By observing and cycle analyzing of this coefficient it can be 

stated that population distribution has been drive to balance from 1986 to 2006 ,and this can be due to reasons 

such as city development ,especially mind and large cities after revolution and after war and also development 

of small cities which has relatively reduced difference of Tehran population with other cities but as it can be 

seen in the latest enumeration ,in 2011 ,this number is considerably reducing which means more centralization 

of urban population in Tehran and metropolises and increasing of the difference in urban population distribution 

between cities while regional and national plans. 

According to exact analysis of scientific various models along with urban system analysis we concluded 

that basically plans and approaches which have been compiled after Islamic Revolution (1986-2011) along with 

-making balance to urban  system in Iran couldn't ideally promise order and justice in urban system in the 

country .And we observed that in some cases ,even ,the situation was getting worse(urban system in Iran has 

driven to imbalance)surely the continuing this trend cannot bring about an ideal future for urban system in 

Iran ,so mechanisms of disorder  and imbalance should be quickly identified and some plans should be prepared 

to solve them which in this context spatial plans should be considered as in national and regional scale and as 

scientific and logic way as the most basic approach.   
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